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Abstract
We exhibit simple sufﬁcient conditions which give weak–strong uniqueness for the 3D
Navier–Stokes equations. The main tools are trilinear estimates and energy inequalities. We
then apply our result to the framework of Lorentz, Morrey and Besov over Morrey spaces so
as to get new weak–strong uniqueness classes and so uniqueness classes for solutions in the
Leray–Hopf class. In the last section, we give a uniqueness and regularity result. We obtain
new uniqueness classes for solutions in the Leray–Hopf class without energy inequalities but
sufﬁciently regular.
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We are interested in the incompressible Navier–Stokes system in R3 without
external force and with initial data v0AL2ðR3Þ; div v0 ¼ 0:
ðNSEÞ @tv  Dv þr  ðv#vÞ þ rp ¼ 0 in D
0ð
0; T ½R3Þ;
div v ¼ 0:
(
The system can also be written in the following form, which take into account the
initial data:
ðNSEÞ0 @tv  Dv þr  ðv#vÞ þ rp ¼ v0#d0 in D
0ð
 N; T ½R3Þ;
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The unknown functions are the velocity ﬁeld v : R3-R3 and the pressure






where Rj stands for the jth Riesz transform.
For a Banach space X+D0ðR3Þ; we put Xs ¼ ffAX=div f ¼D
0
0g: It is known
since Leray’s work [Ler34] that ðNSEÞ0 admits a global weak solution v in the Leray–
Hopf class LNðRþ; L2sðR3ÞÞ-L2ðRþ; ’H1sðR3ÞÞ and which fulﬁls almost complete
energy inequalities:





A more modern approach for solving the Navier–Stokes system consists in
rewriting (NSE) into a mild integral equation
ðNSIÞ v ¼ etDv0 
Z t
0
PreðtsÞDðvðsÞ#vðsÞÞ ds ¼ etDv0  Bðv; vÞ
in D0ð
0; T ½R3Þ;
where P is the Leray projector onto divergence free vector ﬁelds and ðetDÞtX0
denotes the heat semigroup on R3: This approach has been introduced and
solved for the ﬁrst time by Kato and Fujita [FK62]. Since, many authors have
used this approach in many frameworks. However, L2ðR3Þ is not a natural
framework for this form of the equations, whereas it is the case for (NSE) and
ðNSEÞ0:
It is known that in the case of Leray–Hopf solutions, the two formulations (NSE)
and (NSI) are equivalent (see [FLT00]). In fact, they are also equivalent to ðNSEÞ0; as
we show here. This will turn to be useful.
In this article, we are interested in uniqueness for solutions to the Navier–Stokes
equations which are in the Leray–Hopf class. There are two types of such results.
The ﬁrst one consists in weak–strong uniqueness results: two Leray–Hopf solutions
arising from a same initial data under the condition that one fulﬁls energy
inequalities and the other is sufﬁciently regular. The best-known result in that
direction is the one due to Serrin (see [Ser63]) for Lebesgue spaces (see also
[Mas84,SW84] and [KT00] for limit cases). More recently, similar results have been
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obtained for Sobolev (see [Rib99]) and Besov spaces (see [GP02]). The second
one is classical uniqueness: two Leray–Hopf solutions arising from a same
initial data are the same, as soon as they are sufﬁciently regular.
As concerns the ﬁrst type, we will limit ourselves, for the regularity, to
Lpð
0; T ½; XÞ; where X+S0ðR3Þ is an abstract Banach space. We shall bring out
abstract conditions in form of trilinear estimates which will give us weak–strong
uniqueness. As for the second type, we will impose a regularity of type
Lq;Nð
0; T ½; ’Bs;Np ðR3ÞÞ:
The paper is organized as follows: First, we recall the deﬁnition of a solution for
the integral and the two differential forms of the Navier–Stokes equations. We will
see that for solutions in the Leray–Hopf class, those three notions of solutions are
equivalent. We have the following result, whose ﬁrst part is due to Furioli et al.,
[FLT00].
Theorem. Let T40 and vALT ¼ LNð
0; T ½; L2sðR3ÞÞ-L2ð
0; T ½; ’H1sðR3ÞÞ: Then the
following propositions are equivalent:
* v is a solution of ðNSEÞ;
* div v ¼ 0 and @tv ¼ Dv  Prðv#vÞ in D0ð
0; T ½R3Þ;
* (v0AS0ðR3Þ; div v0 ¼ 0 such that v is a solution of ðNSIÞ arising from v0;
* (v0AS0ðR3Þ; div v0 ¼ 0 such that v; extended by 0; is a solution of ðNSEÞ0 arising
from v0:
Second, we prove abstract weak–strong uniqueness results. Here, we follow
Foias and Serrin [Foi61,Ser63] and use the weak formulation ðNSEÞ0 which
is more adapted than (NSE) and (NSI) for we can use test functions
which do not necessarily vanish at time t ¼ 0: Appropriate trilinear
estimates are the basic hypothesis. With a regularity of type Lpð
0; T ½; XÞ; we
obtain:




Let v0; u0AL2sðR3Þ and vALT ; uALT-Lpð
0; T ½; X Þ be solutions of ðNSEÞ0 arising
from v0; u0 respectively. Assume there exists C40 and yA
0; 1
 such that
8a; bALT ; 8cALpð
0; T ½; XsÞ and tA½0; T ½;
Z t
0
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If v fulfils energy inequalities on ½0; T ½




we then have 8tA½0; T ½;
jjvðtÞ  uðtÞjj2L2 þ
Z t
0
jjrðvðsÞ  uðsÞÞjj2L2 dspjjv0  u0jj2L2 expðCjjujjpLpð
0;t½;XÞÞ:
In particular, if v0 ¼ u0; we get v ¼ u on ½0; T ½; that is to say Lpð
0; T ½; XÞ is a weak–
strong uniqueness class.
More than a weak–strong uniqueness result, Theorem 2.7 is a stability result. In
the limit case p ¼ þN; we have a similar result if we impose more regularity. Here
and in the following, for a Banach space X ; we will denote %SX the closure of the
Schwarz class in the topology of X :
Theorem 2.8. Let X be a Banach space such that SðR3Þ+X+S0ðR3Þ; TA
0;þN
:
Let v0AL2sðR3Þ and vALT ; uALT-Cð½0; T ½; %SX Þ be solutions of ðNSEÞ0 arising
both from v0:
Assume there exists C40 and yA
0; 1
 such that 8a; bALT ; 8cALNð
0; T ½; XsÞ
and tA½0; T ½;
Z t
0









If v fulfils energy inequalities on ½0; T ½




we then have v ¼ u on ½0; T ½; that is to say Cð½0; T ½; %SX Þ is a weak–strong uniqueness
class.
We will remark that we can replace Cð½0; T ½; %SX Þ by LNð
0; T ½; XÞ provided we
have an adapted existence theorem and stronger energy inequalities.
Third, we establish trilinear estimates with the abstract space X replaced
by Lorentz spaces Lp;NðR3Þ; Morrey spaces ’MqpðR3Þ and Besov spaces based on
Morrey spaces ’Bs;N’Mqp
ðR3Þ: We will recover Serrin’s, Ribaud’s and Gallagher-
Planchon’s weak–strong uniqueness theorem. Our results are the following.
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0; T ½; Lp;NðR3ÞÞ
and Cð½0; T ½; %SX Þ with X ¼ L3;NðR3Þ are weak–strong uniqueness classes.





 and a ¼ 3
p




0; T ½; ’MqpðR3ÞÞ and if q ¼ 3; Cð½0; T ½; %SX Þ; with X ¼ ’M3pðR3Þ; are weak–strong
uniqueness classes.
Corollary 3.18. Let TA
0;þN
; p; q; s; and a ¼ s  3
q
be such that








Then, if a4 1; L
2
1það
0; T ½; ’Bs;N’Mqp ðR






ðR3Þ; are weak–strong uniqueness classes.
All the classes for which we get weak–strong uniqueness are critical as regards the
scaling of the equation.
To the end, we prove a uniqueness and regularity theorem in the framework of
Besov spaces.
Theorem 4.1. Let TA
0;þN
 and v0AL2sðR3Þ: Let p1; p2; qA½1;þN
; rA
1;þN½;





















0; T ½; ’Bsi ;Npi ðR3ÞÞ; i ¼ 1; 2 be two solutions of ðNSEÞ0 arising
both from v0 such that v2  v1ALr;Nð
0; T ½; ’Bs;Nq ðR3ÞÞ: Then v1 ¼ v2 on ½0; T ½:
This theorem is inspired from a result due to Foias [Foi61]. Its interest is that we
do not ask the same regularity for v1 and v2: Moreover, we will remark that in some
cases the assumption on the difference of ﬂuctuations is not restrictive. We then
obtain new uniqueness classes for solutions in the Leray–Hopf class.
Notation. C denotes a generic constant which can change from line to line. We also
do the slight abuse of notation which consists in writing a vector ﬁeld v in a scalar
space X instead of X 3:
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1. Preliminaries
1.1. Different notions of solution
We recall the Navier–Stokes equations in the differential
ðNSEÞ @tv  Dv þrðv#vÞ þ rp ¼ 0 in D
0ð
0; T ½R3Þ;
div v ¼ 0;
(
ðNSEÞ0 @tv  Dv þrðv#vÞ þ rp ¼ v0#d0 in D
0ð
 N; T ½R3Þ;
div v ¼ 0
(
and integral form
ðNSIÞ v ¼ etDv0 
Z t
0
PreðtsÞDðvðsÞ#vðsÞÞ ds ¼ etDv0  Bðv; vÞ
in D0ð
0; T ½R3Þ;
where T40 and v0AD0ðR3Þ; div v0 ¼ 0:
We now introduce two notions of weak solutions. In the following, we put 
a; b½
(resp. ½a; b
) for open (resp. closed) intervals and 
 N; 0½¼ R:
Deﬁnition 1.1. Let TA
0;þN
 and vAD0ð
0; T ½R3Þ: We say that v is a weak solution
of the Navier–Stokes equations, or more simply v is a solution of (NSE), on 




0; T ½R3Þ such that ðv; pÞ satisfy ðNSEÞ in D0ð
0; T ½R3Þ:
(
Deﬁnition 1.2. Let TA
0;þN
; v0AD0ðR3Þ; div v0 ¼ 0 and vAD0ð
0; T ½R3Þ: We
say that v is a weak solution of the Navier–Stokes equations arising from v0; or more
simply v is a solution of ðNSEÞ0; on 
 N; T ½; if
vAL2locð
 N; T ½R3Þ;
v ¼ 0 almost everywhere in R  R3;
(pAD0ð
 N; T ½R3Þ such that ðv; pÞ satisfy ðNSEÞ0 in D0ð
 N; T ½R3Þ:
8><
>:
Remark. Deﬁnition 1.1 does not take into account the initial data, whereas it is
the case for Deﬁnition 1.2. Clearly, a solution of ðNSEÞ0 is also a solution of
(NSE). We will see in the next section that the converse is true as soon as v is
sufﬁciently regular.
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Existence of weak solutions had been established by Leray [Ler34] for initial
velocity in the natural energy space L2ðR3Þ: Uniqueness of such solutions is still an
open problem. The result is the following.
Theorem 1.3 (Leray [Ler34]). Let v0AL2ðR3Þ; div v0 ¼ 0: There exists
vALNðRþ; L2ðR3ÞÞ-L2ðRþ; ’H1ðR3ÞÞ such that
v is a weak solution of the Navier2Stokes equations on Rþ arising from v0;
jjvðtÞ  v0jjL2 t-0! 0; vACwðRþ; L2ðR3ÞÞ;
v fulfils almost complete energy inequalities on Rþ :
8><
>:




Here ’H1ðR3Þ is the closure of SðR3Þ for the norm deﬁned by jjf jj2’H1 ¼R jxj2jFf ðxÞ2dx and CwðI ; X Þ stands for the space of weakly X -continuous functions
on the interval ICR:
We introduce the Leray–Hopf class.
Deﬁnition 1.4. Let TA 
0;þN
: We say that vAD0ð
0; T ½R3Þ is in the Leray–Hopf
class on 
0; T ½ if
vALT ¼ LNð
0; T ½; L2sðR3ÞÞ-L2ð
0; T ½; ’H1sðR3ÞÞ;
and we put
jjvjjLT ¼ jjvjjLNð
0;T ½;L2Þ þ jjvjjL2ð
0;T ½; ’H1Þ:
We now deﬁne mild solutions.
Deﬁnition 1.5. Let TA 
0;þN
; v0AS0ðR3Þ; div v0 ¼ 0 and vAD0ð
0; T ½R3Þ: We
say that v is a mild solution of the Navier–Stokes equations arising from v0; or more
simply v is a solution of (NSI), on 
0; T ½ if
vAL2locð
0; T ½R3Þ;
v satisfy ðNSIÞ in D0ð
0; T ½R3Þ:
(
We need to be more explicit about the mild integral equation (NSI).
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1. The heat semigroup ðetDÞtX0 is deﬁned by






4t ; Kt ¼ %Fðetjxj
2Þ:
2. As for the Leray projector, it is deﬁned by:





As it is the case for the Riesz transform, P is bounded on LpðR3Þ; 1opoþN:
3. Finally, one can check that
PretD ¼ 1ﬃﬃ
t




















Remark. Mild solutions allow one to leave the L2 framework. In fact, one of the
framework the most adapted to the mild formulation is the one of critical spaces,
which takes into account the scaling invariance property of the equation. Indeed, one
should observe that
v solution of ðNSIÞ ) 8l40; vl : ðx; tÞ/lvðlx; l2tÞ solution of ðNSIÞ:
The transformation v/vl is called the scaling of the equation. A Banach space X is
said critical with respect to the Navier–Stokes equations if X+D0ðR R3Þ and if its
norm is invariant under the scaling, that is to say
8l40; 8vAX ; jjvljjX ¼ jjvjjX :
There is another interesting invariance property:
v solution of ðNSIÞ ) 8t40; vt : t/vðtþ tÞ solution of ðNSIÞ:
1.2. Equivalence between the different notions of a solution
In this section, we will see that the three problems (NSE), ðNSEÞ0 and (NSI) are
equivalent in a framework which is not restricted to Leray–Hopf solutions. It is
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already known (see [FLT00]) that a regularity assumption on v imply equivalence
between (NSE) and (NSI). We recall that if 1ppoþN
L
p












where, for xAR3 and r40; Bðx; r½¼ fyAR3=jx  yjorg: We then put Ep ¼ %SX ;
where X ¼ LpulocðR3Þ: We then have,
Theorem 1.6 (Furioli et al. [FLT00]). Let T40 and vAL2ð
0; T ½; E2Þ: Then the
following propositions are equivalent:
* v is a solution of ðNSEÞ;
* div v ¼ 0 and @tv ¼ Dv  Prðv#vÞ in D0ð
0; T ½R3Þ;
* (v0AS0ðR3Þ; div v0 ¼ 0 such that v is a solution of ðNSIÞ arising from v0:
Here we want link ðNSEÞ0 to (NSE) and (NSI). Theorem 1.6 is completed by the
following result.
Theorem 1.7. Let T40 and vAL2ð
0; T ½; E2Þ: Then the following propositions are
equivalent:
* v is a solution of ðNSEÞ;
* (v0AS0ðR3Þ; div v0 ¼ 0 such that v; extended by 0; is a solution of ðNSEÞ0 arising
from v0:
Proof. We have to prove that a solution of (NSE) is also a solution of ðNSEÞ0 arising
from a v0AS0ðR3Þ: Let vAL2ð
0; T ½; E2Þ be a solution of (NSE). By Theorem 1.6,
there exists v0AS0ðR3Þ; div v0 ¼ 0; such that v is a solution of (NSI) arising from v0:
In fact, the proof of Theorem 1.6 gives more. Indeed, we have v0AS0 is unique,
vACð½0; T ½;S0Þ; 8tA½0; T ½; s/PreðtsÞDðv#vÞðsÞAL1ð
0; t½;S0Þ and




We also have pAD0ð
0; T ½R3Þ well deﬁned for almost every tA
0; T ½ with values in
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The proof is divided into three steps. We extend v; p; t/etDv0;
t/
R t
0 PreðtsÞDðv#vÞðsÞ ds by 0 when to0: In the following, we use those
extensions and denote them in the same way.
Step 1: We put w : t/etDv0 and prove that @tw  Dw ¼ v0#d0 in D0ðR R3Þ: We
consider test functions yj where yADðRÞ and jADðR3Þ: We then have



















Let e40: We now introduce ZADðRþÞ such that Z ¼ 1 on ½e=2; A
 where A is chosen
such that supp yC
 N; A








¼  ðv0# 1ftXeg; @tðyZetDjÞÞ
¼ ð@tðv0# 1ftXegÞ; yZetDjÞ
¼ ðv0#de; yZetDjÞ ¼ ðv0; eeDjÞyðeÞZðeÞ
¼ ðeeDv0;jÞyðeÞ e-0!ðv0;jÞyð0Þ ¼ ðv0#d0; yjÞ;
which allows us to conclude.
Step 2: We prove that we have in D0ð












We now put w : t/Prðv#vÞðtÞAL1ð
0; T ½;S0Þ: We consider test functions yj
where yADð

























ðwðsÞ; @tðyeðtsÞDjÞ  yDeðtsÞDjÞ ds dt:
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ðwðsÞ; yðsÞjÞ ds ¼ ðw; yjÞ:

























which give the equality.
Step 3: As v ¼ etDv0 
R t
0 PreðtsÞDðv#vÞðsÞ ds; we have in D0ð
 N; T ½R3Þ
@tv  Dv þ Prðv#vÞ ¼ v0#d0:
To conclude, it remains to show that Prðv#vÞ ¼ rðv#vÞ þ rp: Recall that
rpAL1ð




















¼ ½ðId  R#RÞðrðv#vÞÞ
m ¼ ½Prðv#vÞ
m;
which ends the proof. &
Remark. Solutions in LT for ToþN are in L2ð
0; T ½; E2Þ; so (NSE), ðNSEÞ0 and
(NSI) are equivalent problems with regards to Leray–Hopf solutions.
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2. Abstract approach of weak–strong uniqueness
As we work with solutions in the Leray–Hopf class, (NSE), ðNSEÞ0 and (NSI) are
equivalent. In [GP02] for example, weak–strong uniqueness results are obtained with
(NSE). Here, we choose to work with ðNSEÞ0 and we shall obtain more general
results. In fact, using ðNSEÞ0 instead of (NSE) allows us to consider a Banach space
X in which test functions are not necessarily dense. The methods developed in this
section are not new, but we present them in an abstract way.
2.1. An interesting property
An interesting feature of ðNSEÞ0 over (NSE) is the possibility to use test functions
which do not necessarily vanish at time t ¼ 0: This will be useful in the following
sections.
Proposition 2.1 (Foias [Foi61], Serrin [Ser63]). Let TA
0;þN
; v0AL2sðR3Þ and
vALT be a solution of ðNSEÞ0 arising from v0: There exists NðvÞC
0; T ½; a set of
measure zero, such that 8tA½0; T ½\NðvÞ; 8jACNð½0; t
;DsðR3ÞÞ;Z t
0
½ðv; @tjÞ  ðrv;rjÞ  ðv:rv;jÞ
 ds ¼ ðvðtÞ;jðtÞÞ  ðv0;jð0ÞÞ:
Moreover, we can redefine v on NðvÞ such that vACwð½0; T ½; L2sðR3ÞÞ and the last
equality hold 8tA½0; T ½:
Proof. Let tA½0; T ½: Let jACNð½0; t
;DsÞ; then j can be continued into an element
of Dð
 N; T ½R3Þ; which we denote j again, such that div j ¼ 0: Let h40 and
yADðRÞ such that y ¼ 1 on ½0; t
; y ¼ 0 on ½t þ h; T ½ and C=hp@typ0: As
yjADð
 N; T ½R3Þ; div yj ¼ 0 and vALT is a solution of ðNSEÞ0 arising from
v0; we haveZ T
0
½ðv; @tjÞ  ðrv;rjÞ  ðv:rv;jÞ
y ds ¼ 
Z T
0
ðv;jÞ@ty ds  ðv0;jð0ÞÞ:
For the left-hand side, we have by Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem,Z T
0




½ðv; @tjÞ  ðrv;rjÞ  ðv:rv;jÞ
 ds:
It remains to show that there exists NðvÞ of measure zero and depending only of v
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We observe that
R T
0 @ty ds ¼
R tþh
t





























jjjðtÞ  jðsÞjjL2 ds:
Since j is regular and vALNð
0; T ½; L2Þ; we conclude by applying Lebesgue’s
differentiation theorem.
We now want to redeﬁne v on NðvÞ which is the complement in 
0; T ½ of the
Lebesgue set of v: Let tA½0; T ½: There exists ðtnÞnC½0; T ½\NðvÞ such that tn-t as
n-þN: As ðvðtnÞÞn is bounded in L2s; there exists, by weak compactness, VðtÞAL2s





We have 8kAN; 8jADð
 N; T ½R3Þ; div j ¼ 0;Z tnk
0
½ðv; @tjÞ  ðrv;rjÞ  ðv  rv;jÞ
 ds ¼ ðvðtnkÞ;jðtnkÞÞ  ðv0;jð0ÞÞ:
Letting k tend to þN; we obtain, if tA½0; T ½\NðvÞ;
ðVðtÞ;jðtÞÞ ¼ ðvðtÞ;jðtÞÞ:
So, we have V ¼ v almost everywhere, the desired equality 8tA½0; T ½ for V : We easily
prove that VACwð½0; T ½; L2sÞ: &
Remark. By density, we can replace jACNð½0; t
;DsðR3ÞÞ by jAH1ð½0; t
; H1sðR3ÞÞ:
Notice that the convection term is well deﬁned for, as the space dimension is 3, we
have H1+L2-L6+L3 and soZ t
0
Z
jv  rvjj dx dsp
Z t
0





We can do the same remark if the space dimension is 4: In case it is strictly larger, we
have no more H1+Ln and so we can just consider H1ð½0; t
; H1s-LnðRnÞÞ as a class
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of test functions. In that case, the following results will be true for abstract spaces X
such that L2ðRnÞ-X+LnðRnÞ (see [KT00]).
Remark. In the following, solutions are implicitly redeﬁned so as to be weakly L2-
continuous.
2.2. Energy equalities
We recall that the solutions constructed by Leray fulﬁl almost complete energy
inequalities. In this section, we observe that solutions of ðNSEÞ0 fulﬁl complete
energy equalities as soon as they are sufﬁciently regular and we have a good trilinear
estimate.




Let v0AL2sðR3Þ and vALT-Lpð
0; T ½; X Þ be a solution of ðNSEÞ0 arising from v0:
Assume there exists C40 and yA
0; 1
 such that 8a; bALT ; 8cALpð








Then, v fulfils complete energy equalities on ½0; T ½:
8t0A ½0; T ½; 8tA ½t0; T ½; jjvðtÞjj2L2 þ 2
Z t
t0
jjrvðsÞjj2L2 ds ¼ jjvðt0Þjj2L2 :
In the case p ¼ þN; the result remains valid, replacing Lpð
0; T ½; XÞ by
Cð½0; T ½; X Þ:
To prove this, we use a method which can be found in [KT00] for p ¼ 2 and
X ¼ BMO: We begin by proving two lemmata.
Notation. Let rADðRÞ such that
supp rC
  1; 1½; R rðsÞ ds ¼ 1;
rX0; 8sAR; rðsÞ ¼ rðsÞ:
(
We put for t; h40; vALpð
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0; t½; XÞ: Then, we have
ðvhÞh40CH1ð½0; t
; XÞ and vh h-0!Lpð
0;t½;XÞ v:
In the case p ¼ þN; the result remains valid, replacing Lpð
0; t½; XÞ by Cð½0; t
; X Þ:


















ðt sÞvðsÞ ds; we have as above vh; @tvhALNð
0; t½; X Þ: As toþN; we have
ðvhÞh40CH1ð½0; t
; X Þ:
Let now 0ohot and tA½0; t½;
vðtÞ  vhðtÞ ¼ vðtÞ 
Z t
0














rðsÞðvðtÞ  vðt shÞÞ ds:
Using Ho¨lder’s inequality and the fact that
R
























































rðsÞjjv  tshvjjpLpðR;XÞ ds;
where taf : x/f ðx  aÞ and v is extended by 0 when it is not deﬁned. We conclude
by Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem. &





0; T ½; XsÞ:
Assume there exists C40 and yA
0; 1
 such that 8a; bALT ; 8cALpð
0; T ½; XsÞ and
tA½0; T ½; Z t
0




Then, 8wALT and tA½0; T ½; we haveZ t
0
ðw  rv; vÞ ds ¼ 0:
In the case p ¼ þN; the result remains valid, replacing Lpð
0; T ½; XÞ by Cð½0; T ½; X Þ:
Proof. Let tA½0; T ½: We remark that the integral is well deﬁned thanks to the
trilinear estimate. Assume for a while we have proved that 8h40;
Z t
0
ðw  rv; vhÞ ds ¼ 
Z t
0
ðw  rvh; vÞ ds:
To conclude, it sufﬁces to pass to the limit in this equality. Indeed, we observe that
for the left-hand side,
Z t
0
ðw  rv; vhÞ ds 
Z t
0





jðw  rv; vh  vÞj ds
pCjjwjjLt jjvjjLt jjvh  vjjLpð0;t;XÞ h-0! 0;
by Lemma 2.3. And for the right-hand side,
Z t
0
ðw  rvh; vÞ ds 
Z t
0
ðw  rv; vÞ ds






jðw  rðvh  vÞ; vÞj ds
pCjjwjjLt jjvh  vjj1yLNðL2Þjjrðvh  vÞjjyL2ðL2ÞjjvjjLpð0;t;XÞ
pCjjwjjLt jjvjj1yLNðL2Þjjvh  vjjyL2ðH1ÞjjvjjLpð0;t;XÞ h-0! 0;
again by Lemma 2.3.
It remains to show the equality for vh: Let h40: As vhAH1ð½0; t
; H1sÞ; there exists
(see [Mas84, Lemma 2.2]), a sequence ðvh;kÞkAN such that
vh;k k-þN!H1ð½0;t
;H1Þ vh and vh;k ¼X
finite
ljfj where ðljÞjCCNð½0; t
Þ; ðfjÞjCDsðR3Þ:
We then have, by integration by parts,
Z t
0
ðw  rv; vh;kÞ ds ¼ 
Z t
0
ðw  rvh;k; vÞ ds:




ðw  rv; vh;kÞ ds 
Z t
0










jjwjjL6 jjrvjjL2 jjvh;k  vhjjL3 ds
pCjjrwjjL2ðL2ÞjjrvjjL2ðL2Þjjvh;k  vhjjH1ð½0;t
;H1Þ k-þN! 0:
And for the right-hand side,
Z t
0
ðw  rvh;k; vÞ ds 
Z t
0






jðw  rðvh;k  vhÞ; vÞj ds
pjjwjjLt jjvh;k  vhjjLt jjvjjLpðXÞ
pjjwjjLt jjvh;k  vhjjH1ð½0;t
;H1ÞjjvjjLpðXÞ k-þN! 0;
which ends the proof. &
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We are now able to prove Proposition 2.2
Proof of Proposition 2.2. It sufﬁces to prove energy equalities for t0 ¼ 0; we then
conclude using a translation argument and the equivalence Theorem 1.7.
Let tA½0; T ½ and h40: As vALt; we have vhAH1ð½0; t
; H1sÞ; so we can take it as a
test function in Proposition 2.1:Z t
0
½ðv; @tvhÞ  ðrv;rvhÞ  ðv  rv; vhÞ
dt ¼ ðvðtÞ; vhðtÞÞ  ðv0; vhð0ÞÞ:




























For the convection term, we use Lemma 2.4, the trilinear estimate and Lemma 2.3,Z t
0





ðv  rv; vhÞdt
Z t
0






jðv  rv; vh  vÞj dt
pCjjvjj2Lt jjvh  vjjLpð0;t;X Þ h-0! 0:
It remains to pass to the limit in the right hand side. For hot; we have

















ðvðtÞ; vðt  shÞ  vðtÞÞrðsÞ ds
h-0
! 0;
by weak L2-continuity and Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem. In the same
way, we prove that
ðv0; vhð0ÞÞ h-0! 12 ðv0; vð0ÞÞ ¼ 12 jjv0jj2L2 :
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This ends the proof. &
2.3. The fundamental inequality
The following proposition is the basis for weak–strong uniqueness results as it will
be seen in the next section. Here again we follow [KT00].




Let v0; u0AL2sðR3Þ and vALT ; uALT-Lpð
0; T ½; XsÞ be solutions of ðNSEÞ0
arising from v0; u0; respectively.
Assume there exists C40 and yA
0; 1
 such that 8a; bALT ; 8cALpð








If v fulfils energy inequalities on ½0; T ½:




we then have 8tA½0; T ½;
jjvðtÞ  uðtÞjj2L2 þ 2
Z t
0
jjrðvðsÞ  uðsÞÞjj2L2 ds
pjjv0  u0jj2L2 þ 2
Z t
0
ððv  uÞ  rðv  uÞ; uÞ ds:
In the case p ¼ þN; the result remains valid, replacing Lpð
0; T ½; XÞ by Cð½0; T ½; X Þ:
Proof. Notice that by Proposition 2.2, u fulﬁls energy equalities on ½0; T ½: Assume
for a while we have proved that 8tA½0; T ½:
ðuðtÞ; vðtÞÞ þ 2
Z t
0
ðruðsÞ;rvðsÞÞ ds ¼ ðu0; v0Þ þ
Z t
0
ðu  rv; uÞ ds 
Z t
0
ðv  rv; uÞ ds;
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then, we can conclude. Indeed, let tA½0; T ½; we have
jjvðtÞ  uðtÞjj2L2 þ 2
Z t
0
jjrðvðsÞ  uðsÞÞjj2L2 ds














pjjv0jj2L2 þ jju0jj2L2  2ðu0; v0Þ  2
Z t
0
ðu  rv; uÞ ds þ 2
Z t
0
ðv  rv; uÞ ds
¼ jjv0  u0jj2L2 þ 2
Z t
0
ððv  uÞ  rðv  uÞ; uÞ ds;
since by Lemma 2.4,
R t
0ððv  uÞ  ru; uÞ ds ¼ 0:
To prove the equality we have assumed, we keep notations introduced in the last




;X Þ u; vh;k k-þN!H1ð½0;t
;H1Þ vh; vh;k k-þN; h-0!L2ð½0;t
;H1Þ v:
Let h40; kAN; we have by Proposition 2.1,
Z t
0
½ðv; @tuhÞ  ðrv;ruhÞ  ðv  rv; uhÞ
dt ¼ ðvðtÞ; uhðtÞÞ  ðv0; uhð0ÞÞ;Z t
0
½ðu; @tvh;kÞ  ðru;rvh;kÞ  ðu  ru; vh;kÞ
dt ¼ ðuðtÞ; vh;kðtÞÞ  ðu0; vh;kð0ÞÞ:







ðv; @tvh;kÞdt ¼ 
Z t
0
ðu; @svhÞ ds þ
Z t
0
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For convection terms, we proceed as in the proof of Proposition 2.2 and we obtain
Z t
0
ðv  rv; uhÞ dt h-0!
Z t
0




ðu  ru; vh;kÞdt ¼
Z t
0
ðu  rvh;k; uÞ dt k-þN!
Z t
0




ðu  rv; uÞdt:
The proof of Proposition 2.2 also gives
ðvðtÞ; uhðtÞÞ h-0! 12 ðvðtÞ; uðtÞÞ and ðv0; uhð0ÞÞ h-0! 12 ðv0; u0Þ:
And as H1ð½0; t
; H1Þ+Cð½0; t
; L2Þ;
ðuðtÞ; vh;kðtÞÞ k-þN!ðuðtÞ; vhðtÞÞ h-0! 12 ðuðtÞ; vðtÞÞ;
ðu0; vh;kð0ÞÞ k-þN!ðu0; vhð0ÞÞ h-0! 12 ðu0; v0Þ:







ðv  rv; uÞ ds þ
Z t
0
ðu  rv; uÞ ds
¼ ðuðtÞ; vðtÞÞ  ðu0; v0Þ;
which allows us to conclude. &
2.4. Weak–strong uniqueness
In this section, we state abstract results directly inspired from Serrin’s uniqueness
criterion and its limit case (see [KT00,Mas84,Ser63,SW84]). The method goes back
to Leray (see [Ler34]). First we introduce the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 2.6. Let TA
0;þN
 and YCD0ð
0; T ½R3Þ: We say Y is a weak–strong
uniqueness class for Navier–Stokes equations if 8u; vALT solutions of ðNSEÞ0
arising both from a v0AL2sðR3Þ we have
v fulfils energy inequalities on ½0; T ½ and uAY ) u ¼ v on ½0; T ½:
Remark. Weak–strong uniqueness classes are, in particular, uniqueness classes for
solutions in the Leray–Hopf class which moreover fulﬁl energy inequalities.
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v0; u0AL2sðR3Þ and vALT ; uALT-Lpð
0; T ½; XÞ be solutions of ðNSEÞ0 arising from
v0; u0; respectively.
Assume there exists C40 and yA
0; 1
 such that 8a; bALT ; 8cALpð

















If v fulfils energy inequalities on ½0; T ½:




we then have 8tA½0; T ½;
jjvðtÞ  uðtÞjj2L2 þ
Z t
0
jjrðvðsÞ  uðsÞÞjj2L2 dspjjv0  u0jj2L2expðCjjujjpLpð
0;t½;XÞÞ:
In particular, if v0 ¼ u0; we get v ¼ u on ½0; T ½; that is to say Lpð
0; T ½; XÞ is a weak–
strong uniqueness class.
Remark. More than a weak–strong uniqueness result, it is in fact a stability result.
Proof. Let tA½0; T ½; we have by Proposition 2.5,
jjvðtÞ  uðtÞjj2L2 þ 2
Z t
0
jjrðvðsÞ  uðsÞÞjj2L2 ds
pjjv0  u0jj2L2 þ 2
Z t
0
ððv  uÞ  rðv  uÞ; uÞ ds
pjjv0  u0jj2L2 þ
Z t
0
jjrðv  uÞjj2L2 ds þ C
Z t
0
jjðv  uÞjj2L2 jjujjpX ds:
We conclude with Gronwall’s lemma. &
The following result deal with the critical case p ¼ þN (see [Mas84,SW84]).
Theorem 2.8. Let X be a Banach space such that SðR3Þ+X+S0ðR3Þ; TA
0;þN
:
Let v0AL2sðR3Þ and vALT ; uALT-Cð½0; T ½; %SX Þ be solutions of ðNSEÞ0 arising
both from v0:
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Assume there exists C40 and yA
0; 1
 such that 8a; bALT ; 8cALNð
0; T ½; XsÞ and
tA½0; T ½; Z t
0









If v fulfils energy inequalities on ½0; T ½:




we then have v ¼ u on ½0; T ½; that is to say Cð½0; T ½; %SX Þ is a weak–strong uniqueness
class.
Proof. In that case, we can not use directly Gronwall’s lemma. We proceed by
density. Let tA½0; T ½ and e; e040: There exists ueACð½0; t
;SÞ such that jju 
uejjLNð
0;t½;X Þoe: We then have, by Proposition 2.5 and Young’s inequality,
jjvðtÞ  uðtÞjj2L2 þ 2
Z t
0








ððv  uÞ  rðv  uÞ; u  ueÞ ds þ 2
Z t
0




jjrðv  uÞjj2L2 jju  uejjX ds þ 2
Z t
0




jjrðvðsÞ  uðsÞÞjj2L2 ds þ Ce0
Z t
0
jjv  ujj2L2 ds:
We ﬁrst ﬁx ep1=2 and then ﬁx e0 so small that e0jjuejjLNðLNÞp1:




jjv  ujj2L2 ds
and we conclude using Gronwall’s lemma. &
Remark. Assume we have v0A %SX-L2sðR3Þ and uALT-Cð½0; T ½; X Þ a solution of
ðNSEÞ0 arising from v0: If we are able to prove that the regularity of the initial data
persists, that is to say uACð½0; T ½; %SX Þ; we can extend Theorem 2.8 to the case
uALT-Cð½0; T ½; X Þ:
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To end this section, we extend Theorem 2.8 to the case uALT-LNð
0; T ½; X Þ:
The method can be found in [SW84]. It requires an existence theorem and stronger
energy inequalities for u and v:
Theorem 2.9. Let X be a Banach space such that SðR3Þ+X+S0ðR3Þ; TA
0;þN
:
Let v0A %SX-L2sðR3Þ and vALT ; uALT-LNð
0; T ½; X Þ be solutions of ðNSEÞ0
arising both from v0: Assume there exists C40 and yA
0; 1
 such that
8a; bALT ; 8cALNð
0; T ½; XsÞ and tA½0; T ½;Z t
0









Assume that 8u0A %SX-L2sðR3Þ; there exists T˜40 and v˜ALT˜-Cð½0; T˜
; %SX Þ a
solution of ðNSEÞ0 arising from u0:
If u; v fulfils complete energy inequalities on ½0; T ½:




we then have v ¼ u on ½0; T ½:
Moreover we have 8t0A½0; T ½; vðt0ÞA %SX and jjvðtÞ  vðt0ÞjjX t-t0; t4t0! 0:
Proof. It sufﬁces to prove that there exists d40 such that u; vACð½0; d
; %SX Þ and
u ¼ v on ½0; d
: By assumption there exists T˜40 and v˜ALT˜-Cð½0; T˜
; %SX Þ a solution
of ðNSEÞ0 arising from v0: By Theorem 2.8, we have
u ¼ v˜ on ½0; T˜
 and v ¼ v˜ on ½0; T˜
:
This allows us to conclude with d ¼ T˜ and a bootstrap argument. &
Remark. Even if we restrict initial data to %SX-L2sðR3Þ; we could not say
LNð
0; T ½; X Þ is a weak–strong uniqueness class for we need a strong energy
assumption on both u and v: Notice that in the particular case X ¼ L3; this
assumption can be removed (see [KS96], [SW84]) and so, according to Deﬁnition 2.6,
LNð
0; T ½; L3Þ is a weak–strong uniqueness class.
3. Concrete applications
3.1. Lorentz spaces
In this section, we generalize the well-known weak–strong uniqueness criterion for
Lebesgue spaces (see [Ser63,SW84]) to the framework of Lorentz spaces. For the
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convenience of the reader, we ﬁrst recall the deﬁnition of Lorentz spaces. We need to
introduce for a given function, its distribution function and its decreasing
reorganized function.
Deﬁnition 3.1. Let f : Rn-C; measurable. We call distribution function of f and we
denote lf the function deﬁned on Rþ by
8s40; lf ðsÞ ¼ lðfj f4sgÞ:
Deﬁnition 3.2. Let f : Rn-C; measurable. We call decreasing reorganized function
of f and we denote f  the function deﬁned on Rþ by
8tX0; f ðtÞ ¼ inffs40=lf ðsÞptg:
We can now deﬁne Lorentz spaces.
Deﬁnition 3.3. Let pA
0;þN½ and qA
0;þN
: We deﬁne the Lorentz space
















pf ðtÞ if q ¼ þN:
8>><
>>>:
The application jj:jjLp;q is just a semi-norm but it is possible to deﬁne a norm, which
we denote jj:jjLp;q ; for which Lp;qðRnÞ is a Banach space.
Proposition 3.4. Let TA
0;þN
; pA½3;þN
 and a ¼ 3
p
: There exists C40 such
that 8a; bALT ; 8cAL
2
1það
0; T ½; Lp;Ns ðR3ÞÞ; 8tA½0; T 
;Z t
0







Moreover, if p43;Z t
0











and if p ¼ 3; Z t
0
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þ 1g ¼ 1; soZ t
0
jða  rb; cÞj dspC
Z t
0
jjajjLg;2 jjrbjjL2 jjcjjLp;N ds:




















where Laf ¼ %FðjxjaFf Þ: We then haveZ t
0

















In the case a ¼ b; we haveZ t
0












we conclude by applying Young’s inequality in case p43: &
From Theorems 2.7 and 2.8, we immediately get:









0; T ½; Lp;NðR3ÞÞ
and Cð½0; T ½; %SX Þ with X ¼ L3;NðR3Þ are weak–strong uniqueness classes.
Remark. Corollary 3.5 contains Serrin’s weak–strong uniqueness result. Indeed,
Serrin’s weak–strong uniqueness classes are Lqð





1; 3oppþN and 2pqoþN: One observes that q ¼ 2
1þa and L
p+Lp;N: Notice
that our classes are critical, as it is the case for Serrin’s ones, for the norms of LpðR3Þ
and Lp;NðR3Þ have the same homogeneity.
We now examine the case uALT-LNð
0; T ½; L3;NÞ: We have the following result.
Corollary 3.6. Let TA
0;þN
 and v0A %SX-L2sðR3Þ with X ¼ L3;NðR3Þ: Let
v; uALT be solutions of ðNSEÞ0 arising both from v0 and fulfiling complete energy
inequalities on ½0; T ½: If uALNð
0; T ½; L3;NðR3ÞÞ; we have u ¼ v on ½0; T ½:
Moreover, we have 8t0A½0; T ½; vðt0ÞA %SX and jjvðtÞ  vðt0ÞjjL3;N t-t0; t4t0! 0:
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Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.9 and the equivalence
between (NSI) and ðNSEÞ0; once we recall the following existence result one can ﬁnd
in [Dub01] (Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.4). &
Proposition 3.7 (Dubois [Dub01]). Let X ¼ L3;NðR3Þ and v0A %SX-L2sðR3Þ: There
exists d40 and vACð½0; d
; %SX Þ a solution of ðNSIÞ arising from v0: Moreover, v fulfils
complete energy equalities on ½0; d
 and so vALd:
Remark. The equivalence between the different formulations of the Navier–Stokes
equations shows here oneself to be really interesting: we use an existence result for
(NSI) in the critical space L3;N (to which ðNSEÞ0 is not adapted), and then work with
ðNSEÞ0:
3.2. Morrey spaces
We now extend the classical weak–strong uniqueness result to the framework of
Morrey spaces.
Deﬁnition 3.8. Let 1oppqoþN: We deﬁne the homogeneous Morrey space:

























 and a ¼ 3
q
:
There exists C40 such that 8a; bALT ; 8cAL
2
1það
0; T ½; ’Mqp;sðR3ÞÞ; 8tA½0; T 
;Z t
0
























and if q ¼ 3
Z t
0
jða  ra; cÞj dspC
Z t
0
jjrajj2L2 jjcjj ’M3p ds:
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Before we give the proof of this result, we state two corollaries. First, we get, using
Theorems 2.7 and 2.8,





 and a ¼ 3
q




0; T ½; ’MqpðR3ÞÞ and if q ¼ 3; Cð½0; T ½; %SX Þ; with X ¼ ’M3pðR3Þ; are weak–strong
uniqueness classes.
Remark. Here again, we recover Serrin’s weak–strong uniqueness result for ’Mqq ¼
Lq: Notice that once again our classes are critical since the norm of ’MqpðR3Þ has the
same homogeneity as LpðR3Þ:
As in the last section, we get, since Proposition 3.7 remains valid with X ¼
’M3p; 2opp3 (see [Dub01]).




 and v0A %SX-L2sðR3Þ with X ¼ ’M3pðR3Þ:
Let v; uALT be solutions of ðNSEÞ0 arising both from v0 and fulfiling complete energy
inequalities on ½0; T ½: If uALNð
0; T ½; ’M3pðR3ÞÞ; we have u ¼ v on ½0; T ½:
Moreover we have 8t0A½0; T ½; vðt0ÞA %SX and jjvðtÞ  vðt0Þjj ’M3p t-t0; t4t0! 0:
Remark. As for classical uniqueness for (NSI) (see [FLT00]), we are not
able to reach the case of the critical space Cð½0; T ½; %SX Þ; with X ¼ ’M32ðR3Þ: This
space is interesting because of the maximality property of X ¼ ’M32ðR3Þ (see
[Mey97]).
To prove Proposition 3.9, we will need a deﬁnition and the two following
lemmata.
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Lemma 3.13. Let 1oq0pp0oþN and p; q such that 1
p
þ 1
p0 ¼ 1; 1q þ 1q0 ¼ 1: Then
’MqpðRnÞ is the dual space of ’Nq
0
p0 ðRnÞ:









p0 and hA ’M
q







































Passing to the inf ; we obtain ’Mqp+ð ’Nq
0
p0 Þ:
Conversely, let hAð ’Nq0p0 Þ+Lploc: There exists Ch40 such that 8fA ’Nq
0





0;þN½ and put f ¼ %hjhjp2 1Bðx;RÞALp0comp: We observe that
































and we can conclude. &
Lemma 3.14. Let 1pq0pp0o2 and r ¼ n
q




pCjjujjL2 jjvjj ’Hr :
We denote L2ðRnÞ  ’HrðRnÞ+ ’Nq0p0 ðRnÞ:
This lemma is due, in its inhomogeneous form, to Lemarie´–Rieusset ([Lem98]).
The proof we propose here is adapted from the one which can be found in [Lem98].
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We will use as well a wavelet decomposition but a different reordering and an
argument of [AEPT91].
Proof. Let uAL2 and vA ’Hr: We use a wavelet decomposition for v; so as to obtain
an atomic decomposition for uv: We then introduce a set fceg1peo2n of regular,
compactly supported mother wavelets. We let
Q ¼ fQ ¼ Qj;k ¼ 2jðk þ ½0; 1
nÞ; jAZ; kAZng be the collection of
dyadic cubes of Rn;
ce;Q : x/2
nj
2ceð2jx  kÞ be the wavelet adjusted to the cube Q ¼ Qj;kAQ;
cQ ¼ ce;j;k ¼ ðv;ce;QÞ be the wavelet coefficient of v associated
to the wavelet ce;Q:
8>>>>><
>>>>>:








































































As vA ’Hr; we have AvAL2: We divide the proof into 4 steps
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Step 1: Let NAZ: We put EN ¼ fxARn=AvðxÞ42Ng: We observe that
ENþ1CEN ; jEN jp4N jjAvjj2L2 andX
NAZ
22N jEN jp2jjAvjj2L2 :







































Q; where CN ¼
[
xAEN
CNðxÞ; CNðxÞ ¼ fQAQ=xAQ; LQ42Ng:
Notice that the collections CN are at most numerable and CNþ1CCN : As 8QACN ;
we have jQjpjEN joþN; there exists HN ¼ fQN;lglANCCN a sequence of maximal














We observe that fDN;lglAFðNÞ is a partition of DN and fDNgNAZ is itself a partition ofS










This is the atomic decomposition we search.
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Clearly, the left-hand side is supported by QN;l : Let xARn: In case xeENþ1; we
immediately get AvN;lðxÞpAvðxÞp2Nþ1:
Assume now xAENþ1: Then there exists QðxÞAHNþ1 such that xAQðxÞ: Let QðxÞ
denotes its dyadic father, we have L
QðxÞp2Nþ1: Let QADN;l such that xAQ; then
Q-QðxÞa| and so either QDQðxÞ; and this is impossible since QeCNþ1; or





















so we obtain the inequality.
Step 3: As c is compactly supported, there exists M40 such that
supp cC½M; M
n: We then have suppcQCQ˜ ¼ Q˜j;k ¼ 2jðk þ ½M; M
nÞ and
8NAZ; lAFðNÞ; supp vN;lCQ˜N;l :
Let sA











































where for QAQ; dQ ¼ diamðQÞB2j:












where, by now, we put Q instead of QN;l :
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For the other factor, we use an argument of maximal function (see [Lem98]) which



































































jjuvN;l jjLp0pCjjujjL2 jjAvjjL2pCjjujjL2 jjvjj ’Hr ;
which completes the proof. &
We can now prove Proposition 3.9.





jða  rb; cÞj dsp
Z t
0




























In the case a ¼ b; we have
Z t
0












we conclude by applying Young’s inequality in case q43: &
3.3. Besov spaces over Morrey spaces
We now turn to the framework of Besov spaces based on Morrey spaces. First, we
need to deﬁne Littlewood–Paley decomposition and Besov spaces.
Deﬁnition 3.15. Let cADðRnÞ such that 0pcp1; suppðcÞCf1
2
pjxjp2g and
8xa0; PjAZ cðx=2jÞ ¼ 1:
We deﬁne jADðRnÞ by 8xARn; jðxÞ ¼ 1PjAN cðx=2jÞ: Notice that
suppðjÞCfjxjp1g: Let jAZ; we deﬁne the following operators on S0ðRnÞ:
DjL ¼ %Fðd2jcFLÞ ¼ 2njðd2j %FcÞ  L;
SjL ¼ %Fðd2jjFLÞ ¼ 2njðd2j %FjÞ  L;
(
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where dlf : x/f ðx=lÞ: The collection ðDjÞjAZ is called a Littlewood–Paley
decomposition and ðS0; ðDjÞjANÞ an inhomogeneous Littlewood–Paley decomposi-
tion.
Notation. We have 8fAS0ðRnÞ; 8kAZ;




We then introduce the space S00ðRnÞ of tempered distribution whose Littlewood–
Paley series converges in S0;





¼ fAS00ðRnÞ=Sjf j-N!S0 0
( )
:
Remark. Using Littlewood–Paley decomposition, we obtain, at least formally, the














Deﬁnition 3.16. Let sAR; 1pqpþN: Let E be a Banach space such that
E+S0ðRnÞ: We deﬁne the homogeneous Besov space based on E:
’B
s;q
E ðRnÞ ¼ ffAS00ðRnÞ=ð2jsjjDj f jjEÞjAZAlqðZÞg;
where ðDjÞjAZ stands for a Littlewood–Paley decomposition.
The inhomogeneous version is given by
B
s;q
E ðRnÞ ¼ f fAS0ðRnÞ=S0 fAE; ð2jsjjDj f jjEÞjANAlqðNÞg;
here ðS0; ðDjÞjANÞ stands for an inhomogeneous Littlewood–Paley decomposition.
For more details about Besov spaces, see [Tri92].
As for trilinear estimates, we have the following result.
Proposition 3.17. Let TA
0;þN
; p; q; s; and a ¼ s  3
q
be such that
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There exists C40 and yA
0; 1





















Moreover, if a4 1;Z t
0
















and if a ¼ 1; Z t
0












Applying Theorems 2.7 and 2.8, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 3.18. Let TA
0;þN
; p; q; s; and a ¼ s  3
q
be such that








Then, if a4 1; L 21það
0; T ½; ’Bs;N’Mqp ðR






ðR3Þ; are weak–strong uniqueness classes.
Remark. Once again, our classes are critical. Indeed, little calculations give us that, if
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Remark. We recover Gallagher–Planchon’s and Ribaud’s weak–strong uniqueness
classes (see [GP02,Rib99]). Indeed, it is proved in [GP02] that
Lqð



















  1; 0½; so q ¼ 2
1þa and
Lqð






r Þ ¼ L
2
1það
0; T ½; ’Bs;q’MrrÞ+L
2
1það
0; T ½; ’Bs;N’Mrr Þ:
And one can check that 0oso1þ 3
r
:
As for Ribaud’s classes, it is proved in [Rib99] that Lqð
0; T ½; W s;pðR3ÞÞ with






þ 1 and 2
q
 s þ 3
p
¼ 1
are weak–strong uniqueness classes. Here again, we have a ¼ 2
q
 1A




0; T ½; W s;pÞ+L
2
1það
0; T ½; ’Ws;pÞ ¼ L
2
1það




0; T ½; ’Fs;Np Þ+L
2
1það
0; T ½; ’B ’Mpp s;NÞ:
Here the notation ’Fs;qp is for Triebel spaces. Such a space is deﬁned in the same way
than the Besov space ’Bs;qp but we take ﬁrst the l
q norm and then the Lp norm. We
notice that in [GP02] weak–strong uniqueness is proved using (NSE), whereas it is
ðNSEÞ0 in [Rib99].
We now turn to the case uALT-LN 








but restrict ourselves to
p ¼ q: We obtain:
Corollary 3.19. Let TA
0;þN






1; 3½: Let v; uALT be solutions of ðNSEÞ0 arising both from v0 and fulfiling
complete energy inequalities on ½0; T ½: If uALN 






; we have u ¼ v
on ½0; T ½:
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q for (NSI). Indeed, if it is the case, then we use the equivalence between (NSI)
and ðNSEÞ0 and apply Theorem 2.9.





q ðR3Þ for qA½1; 6½ by a ﬁxed point algorithm in the space, for t well chosen:
Zt ¼ vACð½0; t













where jjmjjA ¼ jjmjjLN þ jjLmjjX ; L being the Calderon operator deﬁned by Lf ¼
%FðjxjFf Þ: This result can also be found in [Can95] for qA
3; 6
 but the resolution
space is not the same as in [Mey97]. We then obtain a solution vAZt of (NSI) arising
from v0: Theorem 3.3 in [Dub01] ensures that vALt as soon as v0AL2; and so v is
also a solution of ðNSEÞ0: It remains to see that the regularity of the initial data
persists, that is to say vACð½0; t
; %SX Þ: One can use the same method as in [Dub01]



























We need to recall Bernstein’s inequalities in the framework of Besov spaces over
Morrey spaces.
Lemma 3.20. Let p; p˜; q; q˜ be such that
1oppp˜; ppqpþN and q˜ ¼ q p˜
p
:
There exists C40 such that 8jAZ; 8fAS0ðRnÞ with Dj fA ’MqpðRnÞ;







ÞjjDj f jj ’Mqp :
We can now prove Proposition 3.17.
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Proof. Using the localization properties of Littlewood–Paley’s operators, the
paraproduct algorithm and the divergence free condition, we haveZ t
0
ða  rb; cÞ dsB
Z t
0




























Dka  rDjbDjc dx:
To avoid notational burden, we have done the slight abuse of notation which
consists in not taking into account the shift of indices in the paraproduct algorithm.
This does not change anything but numerical constants in all the following estimates.
We now deal with each term separately.
Term I: We have by Ho¨lder’s and Bernstein’s inequalitiesZ




ÞjjDjcjj ’Mqp jjDkbjjL2 :
As 1 aA
0; 2
; there exists y1; y2A
0; 1











ð2ky1 jjDkajjL2Þe  ð2jsjjDjcjj ’MqpÞð2ky2 jjDkbjjL2Þ




pCjjajj1y1L2 jjrajjy1L2 jjbjj1y2L2 jjrbjjy2L2 jjcjj ’Bs;N’Mqp
;
where  here stands for discrete convolution on Z and eAl1ðZÞ; with 8jX0; eðjÞ ¼
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We have the desired inequality if a ¼ 1 and we conclude by applying Young’s
inequality if a4 1:
Term II: In case pp2 we introduce 2op˜pq˜oþN where q˜ ¼ qp˜
p
Xq: If p42; let
simply p ¼ p˜: We then have
Z












































ð2jy1 jjDjajjL2Þe  ð2ky2 jjDkbjjL2Þð2jsjjDjcjj ’MqpÞ





We are in the same situation as above.
Term III: As above, we ﬁrst assume that p42: We have,
Z
jDka  rDjbDjcj dx










qjjDkajjL22jjjDjbjjL2 jjDjcjj ’Mqp :
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We impose y1o3q: This is possible since as s40 we have y1 þ y2 ¼ 1 ao1þ 3q: So,














e  ð2ky1 jjDkqjjL2Þð2jy2 jjDjbjjL2Þð2jsjjDjcjj ’MqpÞ

























































e  ð2ky1 jjDkajjL2Þð2jy2 jjDjbjjL2Þð2jsjjDjcjj ’MqpÞ





This ends the proof. &
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4. A uniqueness and regularity theorem in Besov spaces
In this section, we exhibit new uniqueness classes, which are not weak–strong
ones, for solutions of ðNSEÞ0 in the Leray–Hopf class.
Theorem 4.1. Let TA
0;þN























where q0 is such that 1
q
þ 1
q0 ¼ 1: Let viALT-L
2
1þai ;Nð
0; T ½; ’Bsi ;Npi ðR3ÞÞ; i ¼ 1; 2 be
two solutions of ðNSEÞ0 arising both from v0 such that v2  v1ALr;Nð
0; T ½; ’Bs;Nq ðR3ÞÞ:
Then v1 ¼ v2 on ½0; T ½:
Remark. Compared with weak–strong uniqueness results, the gain here is that v1 or
v2 do not necessarily fulﬁl energy inequalities but, on the other hand, v1 and v2 have
to be more regular. This result is also a regularity result for it allows one to identify
solutions with different regularities.
Remark. Whereas in the case of weak–strong uniqueness we were limited to
positive regularity indices, here the indices si and s possibly can be strictly
negative.
Remark. Theorem 4.1 is inspired from a result of Foias [Foi61]. His result is the
same as our with L
2
1þai ;Nð
0; T ½; ’Bsi ;Npi ðR3ÞÞ replaced by Lqið
0; T ½; LpiðR3ÞÞ
where 3opi and 3pi þ 2qio1: Those classes should be seen as surcritical Serrin’s





of Serrin’s classes by replacing Ho¨lder’s inequality by the Hardy–Littlewood–
Sobolev theorem in the time variables, as we do here in the framework of Besov
spaces.
Remark. Notice that there are cases where the assumption on v2  v1 is
not a restriction. Indeed, we have, for ToþN LT+L2ð
0; T ½; L6ðR3ÞÞ
+L2;Nð
0; T ½; ’B0;N6 ðR3ÞÞ; by Sobolev injection. So the condition for s ¼ 0 is fulﬁled
as soon as p2oþN; piX6 and si40 or pip6 and si43pi  12:
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More generally, using the fact that for ToþN; LT+L2;Nð





for qX2; we obtain the following result.
Corollary 4.2. Let TA
0;þN




1;þN½; s1; s2; sAR and ai ¼ si  3pi such that
































0; T ½; ’Bsi ;Npi ðR3ÞÞ; i ¼ 1; 2 be two solutions of ðNSEÞ
0
arising
both from v0 then v1 ¼ v2 on ½0; T ½:
We now prove Theorem 4.1.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. It sufﬁces to show that there exists d40 such that v1 ¼ v2 on
½0; d
: Let 0ptpT0oT : Let jADsðR3Þ: We observe that we can take
ðs; xÞ/eðtsÞDj as a test function in Proposition 2.1, so we get for i ¼ 1; 2;
ðviðtÞ;jÞ ¼ ðv0; etDjÞ þ
Z t
0
ðvi  reðtsÞDj; viÞ ds;
which implies
ððv2  v1ÞðtÞ;jÞ ¼
Z t
0
ððv2  v1Þ  reðtsÞDj; v2Þ ds þ
Z t
0
ðv1  reðtsÞDj; ðv2  v1ÞÞ ds:
Assume for a while we have proved the following inequalitiesZ t
0
jððv2  v1Þ  reðtsÞDj; v2Þj dspCðt  sÞ
1a2
2 jjv2jj ’Bs2 ;Np2 jjv2  v1jj ’Bs;Nq jjjjj ’Bs;1q0 ;Z t
0
jðv1  reðtsÞDj; ðv2  v1ÞÞj dspCðt  sÞ
1a1
2 jjv1jj ’Bs1 ;Np1 jjv2  v1jj ’Bs;Nq jjjjj ’Bs;1q0 ;
we then obtain, by density and duality,






jjvijj ’Bsi ;Npi jjv2  v1jj ’Bs;Nq Þ;
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So there exists d40 such that
jjv2  v1jjLr;Nð½0;d
; ’Bs;Nq Þp12jjv2  v1jjLr;Nð½0;d
; ’Bs;Nq Þ
and we can conclude, using a bootstrap argument.
It remains to prove both trilinear estimates. We use again the paraproduct
algorithm. From now, we put w ¼ v2  v1 and drop the index i ¼ 1; 2:
First estimate : Here, a ¼ a2; s ¼ s2; p ¼ p2 and v ¼ v2: We have, with a slight
abuse of notation Z t
0
ðw  reðtsÞDj; vÞ dsB
Z t
0
ðIþ IIþ IIIÞ ds



























Dkw  rDjeðtsÞDjDjv dx:
We recall that for bp1; we have jjDketDjjL1pC2kðb1Þt
1b
2 :
Term I: We have by Ho¨lder’s inequality,Z




p 2jjjDjvjjLp2kða1Þðt  sÞ
1a
2 jjDkjjjLq0 :
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ð2ksjjDkwjjLqÞð2ksjjDkjjjLq0 Þe  ð2jsjjDjvjjLpÞ
pCðt  sÞ1a2 jjwjj ’Bs;Nq jjjjj ’Bs;1
q0
jjvjj ’Bs;Np :











As s4 a 3



















ð2jsjjDjwjjLqÞe  ð2ksjjDkjjjLq0 Þð2jsjjDjvjjLpÞ
pCðt  sÞ1a2 jjwjj ’Bs;Nq jjjjj ’Bs;1
q0
jjvjj ’Bs;Np :






¼ 1; we get,
Z






Þðt  sÞ1a2 jjDkjjjLq0 jjDjvjjLp :
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And then obtain, since s4 a 3
p















ð2jsjjDjwjjLqÞe  ð2ksjjDkjjjLq0 Þð2jsjjDjvjjLpÞ
pCðt  sÞ1a2 jjwjj ’Bs;Nq jjjjj ’Bs;1
q0
jjvjj ’Bs;Np :
Term III: We begin with the case qXp: We have
Z
jDkwrDjeðtsÞDjDjvj dxp jjDkwjjLN jjrDjeðtsÞDjjjLq0 jjDjvjjLq
pC2
3k





























e  ð2ksjjDkwjjLqÞð2jsjjDjjjjLq0 Þð2jsjjDjvjjLpÞ
pCðt  sÞ1a2 jjwjj ’Bs;Nq jjjjj ’Bs;1
q0
jjvjj ’Bs;Np :
We now assume qpp and introduce r such that 1
p
þ 1
q0 þ 1r ¼ 1; we get,
Z








2 jjDjjjjLq0 jjDjvjjLp :
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As so3
p














e  ð2ksjjDkwjjLqÞð2jsjjDjjjjLq0 Þð2jsjjDjvjjLpÞ
pCðt  sÞ1a2 jjwjj ’Bs;Nq jjjjj ’Bs;1
q0
jjvjj ’Bs;Np :
So we have obtained the ﬁrst trilinear estimate.
Second estimate: Now, a ¼ a1; s ¼ s1; p ¼ p1 and v ¼ v1: As above, we haveZ t
0
ðv  reðtsÞDj; wÞ dsB
Z t
0




























Dkv  rDjeðtsÞDjDjw dx:











q jjDjwjjLq2kða1Þðt  sÞ
1a
2 jjDkjjjLq0 :
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As so1þ 3
q





















ð2ksjjDkvjjLpÞe  ð2jsjjDjwjjLqÞð2ksjjDkjjjLq0 Þ
pCðt  sÞ1a2 jjwjj ’Bs;Nq jjjjj ’Bs;1
q0
jjvjj ’Bs;Np :
We now assume qpp and introduce r such that 1
p
þ 1




























ð2ksjjDkvjjLpÞe  ð2jsjjDjwjjLqÞð2ksjjDkjjjLq0 Þ
pCðt  sÞ1a2 jjvjj ’Bs;Np jjjjj ’Bs;1
q0
jjwjj ’Bs;Nq :
Term II: We remark that as s4 a 3
q0 and s4 a 3p; this term can be treated
in exactly the same way as the term II of the ﬁrst estimate.
Term III: We haveZ
jDkv  rDjeðtsÞDjDjwj dxp jjDkvjjLN jjrDjeðtsÞDjjjLq0 jjDjwjjLq
pC2
3k
p jjDkvjjLp2jaðt  sÞ
1a
2 jjDjjjjLq0 jjDjwjjLq :
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e  ð2ksjjDkvjjLpÞð2jsjjDjjjjLq0 Þð2jsjjDjwjjLqÞ
pCðt  sÞ1a2 jjvjj ’Bs;Np jjjjj ’Bs;1
q0
jjwjj ’Bs;Nq :
This ends the proof. &
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